You can read the recommendations in the user guide, the technical guide or the installation guide for HANNA INSTRUMENTS HI
7873. You'll find the answers to all your questions on the HANNA INSTRUMENTS HI 7873 in the user manual (information,
specifications, safety advice, size, accessories, etc.). Detailed instructions for use are in the User's Guide.
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Manual abstract:
This manual will provide you with the necessary information for a correct operation. If you need additional technical information, do not hesitate to e-mail us
at tech@hannainst.com. directives. @@@@@@Any defective item must be returned to the Dealer in its original packing. REAR PANEL 4 1. OVER LED (HI
7873 only) indicates an overflow condition 2. HIGH LED indicates full tank 3. LOW LED indicates low liquid level 4. 11-pin socket www.
hannainst.com GENERAL DESCRIPTION HI 7871 and HI 7873 are 2-wire transmitter level controllers designed especially for long distance control of
liquid levels in tanks (e.g. in biological and industrial water treatment). A complete system should include: · HI 7871 or HI 7873 level controller · HI 7874
level transmitter & bar holder · HI 7164 undecal connector · 3 or 4 measuring bars The level transmitter is basically a molded electrode holder with 4 sockets
to screw in the level sensors.
The longest bar has to be the common electrode and connected to the COM port. The remaining bars can be connected in any sequence, after cutting them to
the required lengths. HI 7874 contains a completely resinated amplifier circuit and a 2-wire terminal board. It also comes with a mounting bracket for quick
and easy installation. HI 7874 uses stainless steel measuring bars and employs 9V peak to peak AC to measure the liquid level.
It can be used in liquids with conductivity greater than 10 µS/cm. HI 7871 requires only 3 bars, whereas HI 7873 needs 4. HI 7871 is a basic high and low
level controller. @@This warranty is limited to repair or replacement free of charge. @@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@After approx. 8 seconds, the
controller can activate a pump or electrovalve. @@@@@@@@@@When liquid level drops below the 2nd bar, HIGH LED goes off. LOW LED lights up
when the level drops below the 1st bar. @@If the 2-wire is shorted, the OVER LED goes on and the alarm contacts close. CE DECLARATION OF
CONFORMITY If the 2-wire is damaged and the circuit is open, LOW LED goes on and the alarm contacts close.
· With HI 7871, LOW LED goes on with an open circuit. If the LOW LED remains lit but the pump/electrovalve is not activated, it indicates an open circuit. ·
When liquid level reaches the high (2nd) bar, HIGH LED turns on and the output contact (#5) opens (pump/ electrovalve disactivated) while #3 & #4 close. ·
Screw the longest bar to the hole marked as COMM. This bar will be used as the reference electrode. Screw the other measuring bars into the remaining
sockets in any order. The bars should be cut to the required lengths for low, high and over. The reference (COM) and the low bar (1st) can be the same
length. · With HI 7871, connect only 3 bars to the holder: reference, low and high. With HI 7873, connect 4 bars to the holder: reference, low, high and over.
· Insert the 11-pin connector to the back of the level controller. A short circuit will instead give a HIGH LED indication. Note: It takes about 8 seconds for the
controller to activate the relay from when an alarm condition occurs. Recommendations for Users Before using these products, make sure that they are
entirely suitable for the environment in which they are used. Operation of these instruments in residential areas could cause unacceptable interferences to
radio and TV equipment.
@@@@Avoid touching these bars at all times. @@HI 7164 HI 7875/P Undecal connector Stainless steel threaded measuring bars (5 pcs) Note: The sensing
bars are made in such a way that they can be screwed one into each other to provide any required length. It is recommended to keep the bars separate with a
non-conductive material, such as plastic to ensure they do not touch each other, specially in deep tanks. IST7871R2 06/05 .
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